
 
 

 
 

Brief report of the ETUC/EPSU activity  
“civil society dialogue – bringing together the workers from Turkey and the European 

Union” 
 

16-20 November 2009, Ankara  
 
1) Background 
 
The aim of the weeks’ activities was to give EPSU/PSI members an opportunity to learn 
about the work of EPSU’s Local and Regional Government Committee and to exchange 
views on issues of common concern.   At the joint day on  18th November more general 
EPSU activities were discussed, and an exchange took place with the European 
Commission. 
 
At both workshops Yucel Top, ETUC coordinator in Turkey presented the overall aims of the 
project (see powerpoint). As well as the EPSU secretariat (Penny Clarke and Richard Pond) 
at the seminar were representatives from STAL Portugal (Jose Manuel Marques and Jorge 
Fael) and the CGT-fdsp France (Michelle Kauffer).    From Turkey we had participants from 
Genel Is, Yol Is, and Hizmet-Is.  
    
Documents in Turkish for the workshops included:  

 EPSU Congress resolutions on Collective Bargaining, Public Services, Local and 
Regional Government, and Utilities: http://www.epsu.org/r/493     

 EPSU outsourcing checklist: http://www.epsu.org/a/5956  
 Briefing paper about the EPSUCOB@ network: http://www.epsu.org/a/5957  
 EPSU – ETUCO Toolkit for Eurotrainers in Turkish http://www.epsu.org/a/913  
 EPSU ETUI-REHS report “Better defending and promoting trade union rights in the public 

sector”, part I & II, September 2008 (Executive summary in Turkish 
http://www.epsu.org/a/4076   and the national chapter on Turkey from Part 11 of the 
report in Turkish  http://www.epsu.org/a/5840 .    

 Social dialogue in the local and regional government sector: an overview, April 2009 in 
Turkish on http://www.epsu.org/a/5375  

 Strengthening the social dialogue in Local and Regional Government in the ‘new’ 
member states and candidate countries. The full report in English and the ‘Overview of 
findings’ in Turkish are on http://www.epsu.org/a/1452 . 

  
This report and powerpoint  presentations are also available on the EPSU website 
http://www.epsu.org/a/5840 
 
 
2) Main points of discussion 
 
Much of the discussion focused on union strategies to oppose privatization and 
outsourcing of local public services.  Here we discussed the EPSU policy and ‘tools’ (e.g. 
Turning the Tide, which has examples of actions to fight outsourcing and privatization – see 
Leipzig example on  http://www.epsu.org/a/4705;  the  checklist on outsourcing;  work on 
restructuring with the local authority association CEMR (Council for Municipalities and 
Regions).   
 
We said that the new Lisbon Treaty has some elements we can use – Protocol on services of 
general interest, new Article 14, Charter of Fundamental Rights, reference to ‘social market 
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economy’.   Representatives from STAL / CGT-fdsp inputted their experiences. Key points 
from the discussion include: 

 In all countries it is hard for EPSU unions to organise workers in outsourced services, but 
in Turkey this is very difficult given the differences between the formal and informal 
economy, the lack of sectoral standards (in countries where main conditions -  wages and 
working time - are fixed at sectoral level, private companies have fewer incentives  to 
undercut municipal collective agreements) and  the legal obstacles to trade union activity 
(see below).    Further exchanges with unions on different experiences with organizing 
workers in outsourced services and/or ensuring standards are upheld would be useful.  
For example, STAL changed it’s statutes in order to be able to represent workers in 
private sector; Ver.di  presses for minimum wages;  UK unions in London have fought for 
a ‘living wage’…  ILO Convention 94 on social clauses in public contracts is another 
possible tool.  EPSU policy calls for legal minimum wages to be 60% of average 
earnings.  

 In Turkey there is a cap on local public spending and only 30% of their budget can go on 
staff costs.  This means municipalities sometimes are forced to outsource and/or to 
recruit only temporary workers.   There are many problems with outsourced services, 
especially when involving sub-contracting.  Municipalities are not able carry out public 
procurement properly.     

 Local authorities need to be held more in account over decisions on outsourcing and 
privatization, and they need to monitor and evaluate how this impacts on the services.  
EPSU has discussed with CEMR these issues in the social dialogue (see report on 
restructuring of local services).   CEMR does not have a member yet in Turkey, but 
national discussions could be facilitated.  In general, municipalities need to have fair and 
transparent systems in place for involving the private sector 

 
Turkey is still not in conformity with ILO and requirements on fundamental rights to 
freedom of association, collective bargaining and strike action.  We discussed the draft 
texts on trade union reform and agreed that it is now crucial  to make progress on this 
dossier.  From the discussion in both groups, the main points for the reform are the following:  

 The notary system needs to be abolished.  Workers should not have to go through an 
intermediary in order to join a trade union but be able to affiliate directly  to the 
organisation of their choice;  

 Trade unions should not have to register the names of their members with the 
Government (also for data  protection reasons); nor should employers know the names 
(especially before any agreement is signed); 

 The 10% industry /sectoral threshold for organizing is a real obstacle and should be 
eliminated and/or reduced;  other criteria could be used to determine representative trade 
unions (overall membership levels, membership of the Economic and Social 
Committee…)  

 The 50+1% workplace threshold is also a real obstacle (also as it is in addition to  10% 
sectoral threshold) and should be eliminated and/or reduced 

 Trade unions should be informed and consulted by employers on issues that effect them 
(including on decisions to outsource services…) 

 The Government needs to ensure that there are more effective sanctions against anti-
union employers and that trade union rights are implemented in practice as well as in law 

 
Our exchange with the European Commission focused on the EU social dialogue and 
developments regarding the EU-Turkey relations on trade union rights.  It was said very 
clearly that Turkey needs to comply with ILO and EU standards in this area. The social 
partners need to be legitimate and representative and to be able to function effectively at all 
levels and to play a role in the EU social dialogue.  The new Lisbon Treaty has some positive 
changes: it includes the Charter of Fundamental Rights, strengthens the position on social 
dialogue, adds a new ‘horizontal’ Article 9 on social policy, and introduces the concept of a  
‘social market economy’.  These changes mean that we can argue there is now a stronger 
place for social policy in  EU integration.   
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We also said further discussion would be useful on issues such as the advantages of 
sectoral level collective agreements and workplace elections  that are common features 
of many national industrial relations systems in Europe (and illustrated by CGT-fdsp 
experience).  We also pointed out that the EU social aquis regarding health and safety in the 
workplace and information and consultation rights of workers (including regarding collective 
redundancies) requires workplace structures to be established in all workplaces over a 
certain size.  In the absence of sectoral agreements or frameworks, it is also possible to 
coordinate trade union demands across municipalities, in order to maximize results (this was 
one of the proposals from the EPSU/PSI LRG workshop organized in 2007).    
 
We presented some information on trade union membership and collective bargaining 
trends.   Most countries face many challenges due to changing nature of work and workers, 
negative attitudes and/or restrictive policies towards trade unions.   
Clearly though the situation on trade union rights is exceptional and it is very important that 
we should continue to put pressure on the Turkish Government to carry out the necessary 
reforms on trade union rights.  The Turkish Government also needs to strengthen 
enforcement mechanisms to ensure these rights apply in practice.  There is also a need to 
strengthen labour inspectors and health and safety inspectors in Turkey and to tackle 
problems of workers not receiving wages due to them (unions reported some successful 
actions on this last point). 
 
There are differences in Turkey (and elsewhere, e.g. Portugal) in the level and quality of 
services provided in rural and urban areas.  The SGI Protocol mentions the importance of 
‘universal access’  to public services.   We can also make use of the new EU cohesion policy 
that is expected to put more emphasis on territorial development and a ‘place-based’ 
development strategy.    EPSU also intends to launch in 2010 a water campaign  in support 
of water as a fundamental human right.    The aim is to prevent water from liberalisation and 
commercialization.     
 
The provision of quality public services depends on quality employment in  the public 
sector.  With the current economic crisis many countries are seeing cuts in public spending, 
including through cuts in the wages of public sector workers.    There are different views as 
to the future, but  our expectation is that problems will increase. 2010 is the EU ‘year against 
poverty’ and we should bear this in mind in calls for public spending and progressive taxation 
(see EPSU workshop on ‘quality public finance’ http://www.epsu.org/a/5397). 
 
We had some exchange on the issue of migration and rights of migrant workers, 
including those who are  ‘undocumented’.   We shall circulate the report and survey from the 
EPSU workshop on this topic organized on 3-4 November 2009 in Athens.   The workshop 
underlined the need for: 

 a fair and humane migration policy  
 active trade unions 
 non-discrimination, equal treatment and integration policies 
 dynamic public sector (including municipalities) to ensure that migrants have access to 

quality employment opportunities.  
It is also true that many countries are both ‘sending’ and ‘receiving’ migrants; Turkey for 
example has traditionally been a country of emigration (to Germany, UK, Belgium..) but it is 
estimated that there are some 350,000 migrant workers in Turkey, from Armenia, Georgia, 
Iraq, China… 
 
In the EU principles and policies have been developed to ensure equality between men 
and women and non-discrimination on the grounds of age, ethnic origin, religious 
belief, sexual orientation, disability…  EPSU has committee for gender issues and has 
recently published a survey on women’s and men’s participation.  This was presented at our 
last Executive Committee meeting.   
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We also discussed why and how unions cooperate in the EPSU local and regional 
government standing committee.   As STAL: put it, “the workplace is the centre of our 
activity, but we do not live alone; we must make time to exchange experiences, develop 
cooperation, identify common challenges and solutions..”   In Portugal and France, and  
elsewhere where there are a number of affiliates, EPSU members agree how to share places 
in EPSU structures and this should be the case also in Turkey.   
 
3) Final remarks  
   
EPSU considered it important to be part of the ETUC ‘civil dialogue’ initiative and we hope 
that participants found the  discussions interesting and useful.  We will  build on the 
discussions, in particular as regards trade union reform in Turkey, to see how we can support 
progress on the different points mentioned above.   
 


